In general citations for items in the OA collection are for the print version of an article or conference paper. The citations are formatted using a modified MLA formatting style. Always check to make sure the citation is in the modified MLA format when you are editing a record.

For the modified MLA format:

- When adding dates to a citation do not abbreviate months
- The DOI at the end of the citation is optional (if an item doesn’t have page numbers or an article number, definitely add the DOI)
- If there are not page numbers use the article number instead in the citation
- Page numbers are not preceded by “pp.” and article numbers are not preceded by “no.”
- When available add the copyright statement to the end of the citation
- Terminal periods at the end of citations are optional

Below are examples of the most common citations used.

*When page numbers are available for an article:*

Hamza, Bashar et al. "Optofluidic real-time cell sorter for longitudinal CTC studies in mouse models of cancer." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 116, 6 (January 2019): 2232-2236 © 2019 The Author(s)

*When an article number is available instead of page numbers:*


*When an article is forthcoming:*

Li, Yifei et al. "Making Large-Area Titanium Disulfide Films at Reduced Temperature by Balancing the Kinetics of Sulfurization and Roughening." Forthcoming in Early View: 2003617. © 2020 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co

*When a conference paper does not include the date and location in the proceedings title:*